
2D Arrays

Lecture 31

“Old Town Road” ft. Billy Ray Cyrus

VSCode: Open Project -> View Terminal -> npm run pull -> npm start



Announcements

• PS08 released tonight
• Build your own emoji!!

• Quiz 5 grades released
• Median: 81

• Mean: 75

• Regrade requests close at midnight on Wednesday

• Tutoring tonight 6-8 in FB007



Warmup: List all variables that are in scope on line 11



2D Arrays

• Easy to think of as a 2D grid

• Useful for storing data naturally 

represented in a table or grid

• For example: Picture Data

• Really an “array of arrays”
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An “Array of Arrays”…

• The way we declare an array of some type is:

<type>[]

• For example, if we want an “array of numbers”

• Each element’s type is number

• So we’d declare:

number[]

• What if we wanted an “array of number arrays”

• Each element’s type is number[]

• So we’d declare the type to be:

number[][]

• You can keep doing this with arrays that are 3D, 4D, and so on…
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2D Array Operations – Variable Declaration

let <name>: <type>[][]

• For example:

let jeopardyBoard: number[][];



2D Array Operations – Initialization
Row-major Literals
let jeopardyBoard: number[][] = [

[  200,  200,  200,  200,  200,  200 ],
[  400,  400,  400,  400,  400,  400 ],

[  600,  600,  600,  600,  600,  600 ],

[  800,  800,  800,  800,  800,  800 ],

[ 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000 ]

];

• Arrays can be logically organized as "column-major" or "row-major" where "major" refers to the outer 
most array. In this example, we're initializing row-major.

• Row-major order means we're accessing elements via a first index of row and a second index of 
column. For example jeopardyBoard[0][2] is 200.
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2D Array Operations – Initialization –
Column-major Literals

let jeopardyBoard: number[][] = [

[ 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 ],
[ 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 ],

[ 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 ],

[ 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 ],

[ 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 ],

[ 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 ]

];

• In this example, we're initializing column-major instead.

• Column-major order means we're accessing elements via a first index of column and a 
second index of row. For example jeopardyBoard[0][2] is 600.
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Row-major vs. Column-major Layouts

• In COMP101, we'll use row-major based 2D arrays

• For most sizes of problems you'll encounter it doesn't matter, as long 
as you are consistent and document your decisions.

• In upper-level classes you'll learn optimal layouts depend on both:
1. How your programming language organizes 2D arrays in memory

2. How your algorithms tend to iteratively access the arrays



2D Array Operations – Initializing with Code

• Let's implement the 2d-arrays-app.ts function with the following signature:

let array2d = (rows: number, cols: number, value: number): number[][]

• This function is given the # of rows and # of columns and its purpose is to initialize 
a 2D array of type number where each element's initial value is the third 
argument.



let array2d = (rows: number, cols: number, value: number): number[][] => {

let a: number[][] = [];

for (let row = 0; row < rows; row++) {
// Initialize the next row as an empty array
a[row] = [];
for (let col = 0; col < cols; col++) {

a[row][col] = value;
}

}

return a;
};



let array2d = (rows: number, cols: number, value: number): number[][] => {

let a: number[][] = [];

for (let row = 0; row < rows; row++) {
a[row] = [];
for (let col = 0; col < cols; col++) {

a[row][col] = value;
}

}

return a;
};

Lets trace this code using the function call array2d(2, 2, 0);



<name>[indexr][indexc] = <value>;

• For example:

jeopardyBoard[4][0] = 1000;

2D Array Operations – Assigning to Inner Array



2D Array Operations – Assigning to Outer Array

<name>[indexr] = <array of correct type>;

• For example:

jeopardyBoard[0] = [200, 200, 200, 200, 200, 200, 200];



2D Array Ops – Accessing Element of Inner Array

<name>[indexr][indexc]

• For example:

print(jeopardyBoard[3][5]);



2D Array Ops – Accessing Element of Outer Array

<name>[indexr]

• For example:

let eightHundreds: number[] = jeopardyBoard[3];



2D Array Ops – Get # Elements of Outer Array

<name>.length

• For example:

print(jeopardyBoard.length);
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2D Array Ops – Get # Elements of Inner Array

<name>[indexr].length

• For example:

print(jeopardyBoard[0].length);

• Usually 2D arrays are perfectly rectangular in lengths. However, there is no guarantee each inner array 

has the same # of elements as one another.
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import { print } from "introcs";
import { array2d } from "./2d-arrays-helpers";

// Declare
let a: number[][];

// Initialize using Literals
a = [

[1, 2],
[3, 4], 
[5, 6]

];

// Initialize using array2d helper function
a = array2d(12, 10, 0);

// Assigning to an element
a[3][5] = 1;

// Read the # of rows
print(a.length);

// Read the # of cols
print(a[0].length);

// Read from an element
print(a[1][0]);

// Read from a top-level element
print(a[3]);

// Inspect complete array in developers' tools console
console.log(a);



Cooldown: What is a better name for the mystery function?

• To solve:
• Think about what the function is doing

• Trace through the function, and write down what values are being put in arr
• Can you start to see a pattern?

let mystery = (): void => {
let arr = array2d(12, 12, 0);
for (let i = 1; i <= 12; i++) {

for (let j = 1; j <= 12; j++) {
arr[i - 1][j - 1] = i * j;

}
}
print(arr);

};




